Alexandra Camelia (Alice) Stanciu
Graphic & Web Designers & Illustrators

Details

Profile

Phone

Illustrator | Painter | Designer

+40741168400

I work from Bucharest, Romania, collaborating with clients worldwide.

Email
iam@allistration.ro

My experience of over 10 years in the creative field varies from graphic design to illustration
and painting.
Clients: Totellini USA, Maria Lucia Hohan, Ogilvy Romania, Weegooads (Tessa Fashion
Game) and many more.

Links
Website
Fine Art Portfolio
Graphic Design Portfolio
Facebook

Employment History
Junior Graphic Designer, CME Group
Oct 2007 — Nov 2008

Bucharest

I had the privilege to be part of the Graphic Design Department of a renowned Romanian TV
station, PRO TV. I had to work for the CME Group's entire portfolio of TV stations, including

Skills

MTV Romania, where I've created numerous animated elements, such as lower thirds and
show intros. Thanks to the wonderful people here, I've enriched and refined my Adobe skills,
not to mention communication skills (I was the only girl in the department :).

Computer Skills
Communication Skills

Creator & Owner, Allistration
Nov 2009 — Nov 2020

Ability to Work in a Team

Bucharest

For over 10 years I've been working freelance under many creative hats, from painting to web
design. I've had dozens of wonderful clients who came into my professional (and personal)

Microsoft Office
Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Photoshop

life to enrich it, and I to bring them artistic value in theirs.

Education
National University of Arts, Bachelor in Graphic Design
Oct 2007 — Jul 2010

Bucharest

The place where I learned the basics in illustration & graphic design. I'm am forever grateful
for everything learned, throughout all the positive and disappointing experiences. It made
me stronger, more determined, and independent.

Nov 2020 — Nov 2020

Testimonial

Cheryl Noble of Totellini Deluxe Tote Bags, Branding and Product Creation
Jan 2015 — Nov 2020

"Our company Totellini Totes has worked with Alice for over 5 years. Alice is “Best in Class”
when it comes to brand image and its relevance in the marketplace. Her brilliant artwork,
taste level, and creativity have helped our brand grow and become an exciting new player
in the tote bag market. Alice is organic in her approach, meets or exceeds every deadline, is
thoughtful in her approach, and a delight to work with. As our brand grows and expands we
embrace more of her ideas and creative input. What’s most interesting is how multi-faceted
her talents are. She embraces all mediums in today’s modern art world and uses these talents
to create a beautiful, thoughtful picture of your brand. We cherish the day we found Alice.
A glowing 10 is not adequate for this gem of a designer/ brand developer."
cheryl@designprofiles.com
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Totellini

cheryl@designprofiles.com

Rapcencu Daniel
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weegooevoads@gmail.com

